Using Rotational Sensor Data to Correct Rotation-Induced Effects on Accelerometers
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Tilt-induced gravitational acceleration! Waveform Comparison of
Accelerogram & Rotational part
Accelerogram

Rotation-rate
This small deviation probably comes from axis
misalignment and sensitivity error of two sensors.

i = Axis in the body-attached frame {B}.
θi = Rotation angle of the instrument’s case about body-attached axis i.
(rotation-rate measured by a rotation sensor)
Ψi = Euler angle sets.
ui = Displacement on the instrument’s case along body-attached axis i.
g = Scalar gravitational acceleration at the instrument site (~9.8 m/s2).

Attitude-correction equation
&&i = fi − θ& i × u& i − gi
u

[experiment 2] Rotate about Z-axis (merry-go-round)
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Centrifugal acceleration!
Rotation-rate

Accelerogram
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Centrifugal acceleration
Tilt-induced gravitational acceleration

Centrifugal acceleration on X-axis

≈ -0.07 m/s/s
It can be proved by two different calculations:
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Frequency response
Rotation-rate sensors can classify as
either low-pass or band-pass systems,
depending on whether their passband
reaches DC or not. For deriving
permanent tilt angles, low-pass systems
are preferred.
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Rω Z2 = 0.96 * 0.252 2 = 0.06 m/s/s

Displacement

6-DOF measurements on point P

Conclusions

Experiment apparatus

translational acceleration
centrifugal acceleration
&
tilt-induced gravitational acceleration

A successful double-time integration of
acceleration to derive displacement based on
only translational part without rotational part.
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[experiment 1] Rotate about X-axis

Attitude equation

What Does Accelerometer Measure?
3-axis accelerometer can measure point
acceleration, which comprises translational
and rotational parts.
accelerogram = atranslational + arotational
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Abstract
• Dynamic and permanent seismic displacements
are important for seismologists and engineers
and, in principle, can be derived from the
double time integral of translational acceleration.
However, because translational accelerometers
are sensitive not only to translational but also to
rotational motions, it is not possible to recover
with assurance the true displacement by direct
double time-integration of acceleration without
first applying corrections from separately
.
recorded rotational motions.
• We apply an attitude equation from the
navigational literature to obtain the timedependant orientation of the accelerometer
from collocated recordings of 3-axis rotation
rate, then applies an attitude-correction
equation together with orientation and these
rotational data to correct centrifugal and tiltinduced gravitational effects on accelerometers.
Finally, we perform coordinate transformations
to derive the dynamic motion in an inertially
fixed (geographic) coordinates frame rather
than in the body-attached coordinates in which
they are recorded.
.
• To verify our algorithm, we attached a 3-axis
translational accelerometer and a 3-axis
rotation-rate sensor (low-pass system) together
to the end of a robot arm. By moving the robot
arm simultaneously in translation and rotation,
we find a good match between displacements
calculated with our correction scheme and the
actual robot arm movements, as determined by
the robot’s inputs and feedback system.
.
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 Our experiments indicate that low-pass rotation-rate sensors, if sufficiently sensitive, have the ability
to support estimates of rotation-induced effects on accelerograms by way of the correction
algorithm.
 Graizer (2010) concludes that the most two dominant terms in accelerogram are translational
acceleration and tilt-induced acceleration for horizontal components. However, in our experiments
we encountered a different significant centrifugal effect on accelerograms due to rigid body rotation
of the whole sensor platform about some point outside the sensors. Despite the fact that the
rotation rates in our experiment are rarely observed in nature (0.25 rad/s), the determination of
whether centrifugal and gravitationally induced acceleration terms should be corrected in
translational accelerometers remains to be resolved by evaluating of multiple well-recorded 6-DOF
earthquake records.
 Unfortunately, there are as no large-magnitude 6-DOF records of ground or structure shaking in the
near field with which to demonstrate our method’s efficacy in seismology and earthquake
engineering. Such data may become available in the future.
 3-axis low-pass rotation-rate sensors apply attitude equation could be an attitude estimator, which
is helpful to track sensor attitude for the body-attached frame.
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